
Hawke Media Gains 
New Level of Project 
Visibility with ClickUp

Hawke Media is a full-service outsourced CMO (chief marketing 

officer), providing the guidance, planning, and execution to grow 

brands of all sizes, industries, and business models. Hawke helps 

clients boost digital revenues and marketing return on investment. 

In addition, the company was recognized by Inc. magazine as the 

United States’ fastest-growing marketing consultancy and has been 

named one of Glassdoor’s Best Places to Work.

70% decrease in 
project delays

The Challenge: A Fractured Connection Between 
Collaboration and Execution

200+ employees 
simplifying work

1 powerful platform 
provides new level 
of visibility
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When Hawke Media shifted to remote work during the COVID-19 pandemic, the growing marketing agency experienced both benefits and 

drawbacks when it came to client project delivery, and executive project management and reporting. Its existing project management tool, Wrike, 

wasn’t user-friendly, which exacerbated the already-prevalent low product adoption issues. 

At the time, only a few teams within the company were power users of Wrike. The tool’s complex interface, lack of permissions for external project 

stakeholders, and minimal technical support led Hawke to seek out a new, more robust platform.

“We were dying for a solution that was high-powered but user-friendly, so it wouldn’t overwhelm our employees,” 

says Lauren Makielski, Chief of Staff at Hawke Media. 

Lauren first heard of ClickUp when one of Hawke Media’s vendors spoke highly of the software. She began using it herself and quickly became 

comfortable with the platform. 

“I was responsible for our change to ClickUp. I got several people from other departments to start using it on a 

free trial,” Lauren says. “After a few months, we had really positive feedback from our teams and our leadership 

about ClickUp’s functionality, specifically its ease of use, templates, and ClickApp automations.”
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https://www.hawkemedia.com/


The Solution: One Productivity Platform to Unite Growing 
Marketing Agency

A platform that works for all, loved by all
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Hawke Media decided ClickUp was the best option for the company because it seamlessly allowed for as much or as little customization 

as needed. This was a game changer for the marketing agency’s growing team, including individual contributors, team leads, managers, 

directors, VPs, and the company’s executive leadership team.

Today, over 200 employees at Hawke Media are simplifying work and getting more done after a company-wide 

deployment of ClickUp. Product adoption has been a major focus for the organization—and it has paid off.

“If people can’t understand why a 

platform is useful for them, they’ll 

simply revert to the way they used 

to work.” Lauren says.

To make adoption easier for staff while they 

were still working remotely, Lauren created an 

onboarding presentation to help employees 

become familiar with ClickUp and preloaded 

the platform with Templates for various teams. 

She also offers lunch-and-learns for everyone in 

the company to get general productivity tips 

and user information related to ClickUp. 

These strategies have helped immensely to 

drive adoption.

“Now, when people can’t get the 

hang of something, I spend 5 

minutes on a screen share with 

them, and they go back to the 

platform saying, ‘This changed my 

life!’,” Lauren says.

I tried ClickUp and fell in love with it. The platform has become a favorite part of my 

workday. I’m an unapologetic evangelist—I tell everybody about ClickUp.

LAUREN MAKIELSKI, CHIEF OF STAFF, HAWKE MEDIA

https://clickup.com/templates


ClickUp’s Docs 

functionality and ClickUp 

University educational 

courses are among the 

best I’ve seen from any 

vendor I’ve used. I now 

spend a lot less time 

creating how-to videos 

for team members. 

Instead, I send people 

the Docs and Guides 

in ClickUp, which is 

really helpful.

Executive-level reporting and visibility

New efficiencies accelerate client projects forward

The Conclusion: Improved project 
alignment, efficiency, and visibility
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Hawke Media’s top executives don’t need to be ClickUp power users. However, it’s still essential for them to have visibility into the platform to keep an eye 

on project progress. This is why it’s a huge benefit that executives can gain insight into ClickUp without ever having to log in.

“Many of our top-level executives have a lot to keep track of and don’t necessarily want to log in to ClickUp. But 

we can send out View Only links so they–or anyone else who needs to–can see a content calendar or sprint 

dashboard to quickly understand what we’re working on,” Lauren says.

Thanks to ClickUp, it’s easy for busy executives to stay up-to-date on fast-moving projects. As a result, Hawke Media experienced a 70% decrease in 

project delays during the first year using the platform.

Hawke Media has leveraged ClickUp to streamline onboarding for both new hires and new 

clients, increasing efficiency and onboarding speed. The company uses the Templates, Tasks, 

and Docs features to create a great experience for new employees.

On the client side, Hawke Media uses ClickUp to house, track, and collaborate on all work 

activity and client deliverables on every project from start to finish. Features like Milestones 

and Custom Statuses make this process a breeze.

In addition, ClickUp has given Hawke Media the ability to provide greater transparency into 

project progress and help clients and vendors understand the time required to complete 

certain projects, like branding, media buying, and web design.

“ClickUp is really helpful for us because in real life sometimes things go 

off track, so it’s very important to be able to follow the platform’s 

detailed documentation to figure out where and why so we can jump 

in and get it fixed,” Lauren says.

Company-wide adoption of ClickUp has helped Hawke Media improve alignment, efficiency, 

and visibility into project progress. The company can now manage company-wide initiatives, 

marketing campaigns, and client engagements all in one place, thanks to the powerful 

platform. As a result, the industry-leading marketing agency can continue to deliver 

exceptional client service as it grows.

LAUREN MAKIELSKI, 
CHIEF OF STAFF, HAWKE MEDIA

RESULTS

70% decrease in 
project delays

200+ employees 
simplifying work

1 powerful platform 
provides new level 
of visibility

It’s huge for us to have project visibility in ways that 

serve all learning styles and preferences. ClickUp has 

also allowed for integrations with Slack and Gmail that 

keep our work streamlined from platform to platform.

LAUREN MAKIELSKI, CHIEF OF STAFF, HAWKE MEDIA
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https://clickup.com/templates
https://clickup.com/features/tasks
https://clickup.com/features/docs
https://clickup.com/features/milestones
https://clickup.com/features/custom-task-statuses

